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the
n last few years, there was been
something of a deluge of books of

an apocalyptic
nature, warning of
impending catastrophes for humanity as
fossil fuel supplies dry up, the global
(credit-based) monetary system
collapses, and supply-chains cease to
function.

A wider debate has also examined

the

consequences of irreversible climate
change (caused by humanity's
unsustainable practices of energy and
land usc), not just in terms of the
implications for our own species, but for
the wider web of life we call the biosphere.
The more pessimistic forecasts predict
that up to one third of all species will
perish, while gaia theorist and former
NASA scientist James Lovelock, now
nearing the end of his own life, warns of
humanity being reduced to a "few
breeding pairs" at the Arctic.

There is a growing sense
that these proponents of
minor modifications of the
manner in which humanity
conducts its business are
missing the point
The responses from the business-asusual world, has generally been to argue
that either there is no problem, or if
there is, that technological innovation
and human ingenuity can easily deal
with it. Many intellectuals and
environmentalists,
perhaps the most
notable being the writer and c1imatechange campaigner George Monbiot,
but also several international
environmental
NGOs (including
Friends of the Earth and Greenpeace),
have also adopted
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this latter argument

to varying degrees, though they may
disagree on the actual details.
However, there is a growing sense that
these proponents of minor modifications
of the manner in which humanity conducts
its business are missing the point, so well
articulated almost 40 years ago in the
seminal work

Among the realists, the
debate is now focussing
on what can humanity do,
in the short time
left available
Limits to Growth and by many others
since. Humanity is [King an imminent

BOOKS<:]
and unavoidable conjunction
multiple-system
collapse.

of

'\1orcover, it is unlikely that rhe transition
(() a world of limirt.xl encfb'Y, raw materials,

and food availability will be
accomplished in any sorf of smooth,
managcJ fashion - and especially since
the global credit-based monetary system,
that otherwise might underwrite
some
of the necessary infrasrfllcrural changes,
is no longer tenable.
Instead, the future is f.1r more likely to
be heralded by a cascade of unwelcome
crises and discontinuities,
each as
individually unpredictable as rhe cracks
in rhe inner corcs of the Fukushima no.
2 and no. 3 nllclc~u reactors, but lIuedy
cOllscqucmial

on what has gone before.

As Richard Hcinbcrg might pur it. rhe
party's well and [(uly over.
Among the realists. (those \\'ho fimll
part of the emerging post-crash
community),
the debate is now
focllSsing on what can humanity do. in
the very short time left available, that
might intluence the outcome and which
outcomes,
desirable.

of those still viable, arc most

The book pulls no punches
'Fleeing Vesuvius', edited by Richards
Douthwaite and Gillian Fallon. and
published by (-=easta,is one of those rare
attempts

[0

portray the end of the

civilisation of oil as it really is, with no
punches pulled. This wide-ranging
collection of28 individual essays, plus
a short summing up, treads where
very few publications have the courage
to go, and in doing so, faces down
those worst-case scenarios - massive
societal change (impost-.J or voluntary),
social disintegration
anJ resource
scarcity. But whilst the economy
might falter, social capital can not
only be saved but could be brought to
a state of well-being not experienced
for many ye~us.
The need for a change in attitude
In a different analogy, we might
compare the journey [0 one made by
survivors on a lifeboat, who eventually
land on a strange shore. with little but
their wits (() fall back on, While actual
survival relics on hard skills. the much
harder to p.in down purposefulness

and meaningfulness
require a sea-change
in attitude. It is this articulation of the
need filr change in attitude. expressed

Despair' and Anne B. Ryan's 'Enough:
A Worldview for Positive Futures'.
I also enjoyed David Phillips' 'Transition

from various perspectives by individual
authors. that gives Fleeing Vesuvius its
edge. However, it would do the book an

Thinking', and found Lucy McAndrew's
piece '\Ve Need Respect to Survive'

enormous injustice to say that is all it is
about. The piercingly sharp earlier
pieces on energy and its relationship [0
money provide the base tones and

though t-provoki ng.
Other readers will find different

pieces

of interest. While the ritles may appear
somewhat couched in academic-speak or
jargon, the COntCIH is highly accessible.

colours for the more subtler shades that
follow. From Richard Douthwaite's

Q.

brief introductory
piece 'Where it All
Went Wrong'. through David Korovicz's
'Energy Availability' and Richard again

A.
Basically anyone with an interest in
how the project of civilisation may be
continued, post fossil.fucl, post

on 'The Supply of Money in an Energy
Scarce World', the context is sec.

supply-chain

Dmitri Orlov at his wittiest, darkest best
reminds us that humanity is not a special
case in terms of its vulnerability to die
off. but he lightens the tone with his
hilarious list of the 'Five f..1Stestways to
lose all your money and have nothing
show for it'.

to

Perhaps it's unf.tir to single out particular

Who should read [his book?

and economic

collapse.

Because of the clear emphasis on social
capital, community building, networking.
psychological and emotional responses
to change. '~Ieeing Vesuvius' will be of
particular interest to those who already
iIHeract with other people. whether in a
social, voluntarily, vocational or
professional capacity, The point
hammered home repeatedly is that solo
runs arc futile, while collaboration and

authors and essays, but these ones stood
out for l11e: Bruce Darrell's 'Nutritional
Resilience approach [0 Food Security'

working together offers communities
their best chance,

Brian Davey's 'Danger Ahc..-ad- Prioritising
Risk Avoidance in Political and Economic Decision Making', Nate Hagens'
'The Psychological Roots of Resource

Who should read this book?
Basically anyone
with an interest in how
the project of civilisation
may be continued,
post fossil-fuel.
post supply-chain and
economic collapse.

Over-Consumption'
, Mark Rutledge
and Brian Davey's 'Seven Re~lsons for
Humanity's Inertia in the Face ofCritical Threats',

John Sharry's 'Cultivating

Hope and Managing

If I have one criticism,

it is that in its

attcmpt to offer the broadest range of
analysis and opinion. the overall
message loses its clarity at times.
Docs the debatc on long-tcrm
inrernationally-brokercd,
grcenhouse gas
emission-reduction
have any place in a
book which is really saying thc industrial
era is all but over? Possibly it is far, far
too late for that. But the readers can
decide for themselves.
Buy it.
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